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 St. Augustine, whom the Church celebrates today, is certainly one of the 

greatest saints in our tradition.  As with his mother Monica, he gives inspiration 

and hope for everyone who struggles with sin. 

 As a teenager, Augustine lived an immoral life and held many false 

beliefs.  He is probably one of the most intelligent men who have ever lived.  

However, his sins of impurity and pride darkened his mind so much that he 

could not see or understand Divine Truth anymore.  But thanks to the prayers 

of his mother and the grace of God, he became convinced that Christianity was 

the one true religion.   

 What’s interesting is that although he knew the truth, he didn’t think he 

could convert.  In other words, his intellect was convinced, but it hadn’t filtered 

into his heart.   

 In his book, Confessions, he relates so beautifully the great struggle he 

was going through – he wanted chastity so badly, but couldn’t turn the corner.  

In chapter VIII, he confesses how he wrestled with his past and the thought of 

leaving his sins.  He says that his sins “tugged at the garment of my flesh and 

whispered: ‘Are you getting rid of us?’   Additionally, he relates how there was 

an overwhelming force saying to him, “Do you think you can live without 

them?” (152) 

 As he began to weep in what he says is the “bitter agony of his heart,” he 

says, “suddenly I heard a voice from the nearby house chanting as if it might be 

a boy or a girl (I do not know which), saying and repeating over and over again, 

‘Pick up and read, pick up and read.”  Those famous words in Latin: tolle lege.   

 Augustine interpreted this as a command from God, so he opened the 

scriptures and read the first chapter he might find.  He ran and opened them 

and cast his eyes upon the passage from Romans, “Not in riots and drunken 

parties, not in eroticism and indecencies, not in strife and rivalry, but put on the 

Lord Jesus Christ and make no provision for the flesh in its lusts” (Rom. 13:13-14). 

 In reading this, Augustine relates how basically like St. Paul, scales fell 

from his eyes and relief from all his anxiety flooded into his heart.  He then 

went and told his mother, who, of course, was filled with joy.   In speaking to 

God, Augustine says, “You changed her grief into joy” (Ps. 29:12) for more 

abundantly than she desired, far dearer and more chaste than she expected.      

 May our celebration of this great saint today, give each of us hope that 

the Lord will help you and those you know who struggle with sin, especially sins 

of impurity, that by the grace of God, true freedom in Christ is possible. 


